IDEAL 1034
- 20 sheets cutting capacity
- 80 gsm paper
- Side lay with measuring scale in cm/mm
- Backguage
- Indication of standard paper sizes
- Fixed all metal blade guard
- Solid all metal construction
- Cutting length 340mm
- Weight: 4.5kg
- Table Size: 305w x 384d mm

$195 + GST
ITEM # 107221

IDEAL 1043
- 25 sheets cutting capacity
- 80 gsm paper
- Side lay with measuring scale in cm/mm
- Automatic Clamping
- Backguage
- Indication of standard paper sizes
- Fixed blade guard made of unbreakable Lexan
- Cutting length 430mm
- Weight: 7.5kg
- Table Size: 355w x 475d mm

$545 + GST
ITEM # 208520

IDEAL 1038
- 45 sheets cutting capacity
- 80 gsm paper
- High quality blade set made of Solingen steel, resharpenable
- Solid hand clamp
- Side lay with measuring scale in cm/mm
- Backguage
- Adjustable front guage, lockable
- Automatic blade guard, transparent
- Cutting length 385mm
- Weight: 9kg
- Table Size: 356w x 403d mm

$595 + GST
ITEM # 208030

IDEAL 1071
- 35 sheets cutting capacity
- 80 gsm paper
- Side lay with measuring scale in cm/mm
- Backguage
- Indication of standard paper sizes
- Fixed blade guard made of unbreakable Lexan
- Cutting length 710mm
- Weight: 23kg
- Table Size: 506w x 765d mm

$1,145 + GST
ITEM # 208780

IDEAL 4700
- A powerful guillotine for manual operation with 475 mm cutting length & a cutting height of 80 mm
- A precise measuring scale is on the front machine table, the spindle guided back gauge with hand crank allows a precise adjustment of the desired measures
- Solid spindle clamping hand guard & blade lock, all metal construction
- Table depth 455 mm
- Includes stand
- Dimensions: 1030w x 510h x 880d
- Height including stand: 1190 mm

$3,750 + GST
ITEM # 232840

IDEAL 4205
- A powerful guillotine for manual operation with 430mm cutting length & a cutting height of 40mm
- Fine adjustment with spindle guided back gauge with hand crank
- Safety guards front & back
- Table depth 390mm
- Includes stand
- Dimensions: 800w x 400h x 830d
- Height including stand: 1090mm

$1,995 + GST
ITEM # 0327930

CARL® DC230
A3 Paper Trimmer
- 32 sheets cutting capacity 80 gsm paper
- Straight cutting blade fitted
- Spare straight blade plus perforating blade & cutting mat
- Standard size paper markings for easy use when cutting
- Magnetic paper guide is also provided
- Cutting length 430mm

$195 + GST
ITEM # 7002230

CARL® DC250
A2 Paper Trimmer
- 20 sheets cutting capacity 80 gsm paper
- Straight cutting blade fitted
- Spare straight blade plus perforating blade & cutting mat
- Standard size paper markings for easy use when cutting
- Magnetic paper guide is also provided
- Cutting length 653mm

$245 + GST
ITEM # 7002500

ALL ORDERS OVER $100 DELIVERED FREE

PH: 1800 804 230
FAX: 1800 676 083
ABN 20 086 000 731